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NEW AGREEMENT WITH COMMSCOPE RUCKUS WILL REINFORCE 
RENOVOTEC’S WAREHOUSE NETWORKING LEADERSHIP 
--Renovotec will leverage Commscope’s wired and wireless 
networking portfolio for its supply chain customers 
--Commscope will benefit from Renovotec’s high penetration of 
warehousing and industry 
 
For immediate release 28 March 2022---Leading supply chain hardware, software 
and services company Renovotec (www.renovotec.com) has struck an ‘Elite Solution 
Provider’ agreement with wired and wireless communications expert Commscope 
(NASDAQ: COMM) and its recently acquired Ruckus Networks subsidiary, 
Renovotec announced today. The agreement will give Renovotec access to 
Commscope Ruckus’ Wi-Fi, switching and other networking technology and 
expertise for its supply chain customers, while Commscope will benefit from 
Renovotec’s high penetration of warehousing and industrial environments. 
 
“As an independent provider Renovotec scours the marketplace to select the best 
technology and highest-impact solutions for its customers” says Renovotec CEO 
Richard Gilliard. “Commscope Ruckus provides tried and tested technology that has 
been voted ‘best wireless’ in independent tests, and an innovative product portfolio 
that we can draw on for our user base.” 
 
Renovotec provides a complete range of wireless networking services, from site 
surveys, design and planning to installation of networks, maintenance and support, 
remote monitoring and health checks according to the company. Users can monitor 
the health and performance of their network infrastructure 24/7 with ‘Renovotec 
Network Alert’ monitoring and alerting software, a sophisticated system backed by 
the company’s expert support team. 
 
Company background (www.renovotec.com)  
Renovotec is the UK’s fastest growing provider of rugged hardware software and services for supply 
chain users. The company’s approach to rugged hardware purchase and rental is customer-driven 
and manufacturer-independent. Renovotec’s rugged-hardware-as-a-service (r-HaaS) combines 
ongoing user support with zero capital outlay, allowing companies to scale their hardware flexibly, and 
with confidence. Renovotec is an expert in field mobility service technology running on rugged mobile 
devices, and is the UK’s leading exponent of automatic data capture (AIDC) on rugged and mobile 
hardware using voice, scanning and RFID technology.  

 
 
 


